
Post exam JPM comment: 

Facility Comment: 

Page 8 of sim JPM 4 contained an examiner note implying that part of the associated critical 
step was to split a 500kv Sensitive voltage adjustment between units. The examiner observed 
that in two instances where the adjustment was made on only one unit, all system parameters 
remained acceptable, and the procedure contains a later step to match reactive load. 

The facility submitted a post exam comment that modification of the initial conditions during 
development had removed the critical aspect of splitting the voltage adjustment, which was to 
prevent leading reactive load. 

NRC resolution: 

Since making the voltage adjustment on one unit does not result in leading reactive load, the 
NRC agrees with removing the requirement to adjust both units from the critical task of making 
the required voltage change. 



Justification for Simulator4 JPM (Why only one Unit Main Generator reactive load 
can be adjusted) 

The JPM was originally established with 500KV Sensitive volts starting at 524 KV. 
Directions to the applicant were to raise 500KV voltage to 530 KV. 

Main Generator reactive loading is normally maintained in the lag direction. With both 
Voltage Regulators in AUTO in the JPM, as 500 KV voltage is raised on one unit, the 
reactive load on the unit being adjusted will rise in the lag direction while the other unit's 
reactive load in the lag direction will lower. During initial setup of the JPM, if only Main 
Generator was adjusted to reach the desired 530 KV, the other unit's reactive load 
would eventually go into the lead direction. 

Based on validations, it was recommended to shorten the first phase of the JPM by 
having initial 500KV voltage start at 526 KV vice 524 KV. This resulted in both unit's 
reactive load being lower in the lag direction at the start. 

During the Operating Test, several applicants only adjusted reactive load on one unit to 
obtain the desired 530 KV. Then the alternate portion of the JPM (Turbine trip) was 
performed. Because of the lower overall adjustments needed to raise 526 to 530 KV 
(vice original 524 to 530 KV), if only one unit was adjusted, neither unit's reactive load 
ever ended in the lead direction. Both units remained in the lag direction regardless of 
what unit was adjusted. 

Ol-43A contains a step to eventually match reactive load (i.e. adjust both units reactive 
load so they are equal), but that portion of the procedure was not designed to be 
performed in the JPM as the Alternate Path/Turbine Trip was initiated once final 500KV 
voltage was adjusted to 530 KV. 




